Fleet Customers Enhance Security with Integrated Camera IoT Cloud Telematics from Inseego
July 24, 2018
Real-time video surveillance is integrated with Inseego’s anti-highjacking RF jamming detection technology to further enhance security of fleets and
cargo
Ctrack global fleet customers are set to increase visibility and driver safety with integrated solution
SAN DIEGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jul. 24, 2018-- Inseego Corp. (Nasdaq: INSG), an industry leader in solutions for intelligent mobile enterprises, has
been entrusted with dramatically enhancing the management of the largest long-range transport fleets on the planet. With a camera system built into
its already powerful IoT-to-Cloud telematics management software, Inseego’s deeply integrated Ctrack platform is prepared to take on any challenge
in this era of increased e-commerce and fast shipping demands.
Time Link Cargo and More Global Fleet Customers: Advanced Fleet Tracking, Analytics, Routing, Security and More.

Ctrack’s powerful cloud telematics solution – part of the Ctrack Enterprise Asset Management family of products – allows
the integration of real-time video telematics, GPS trailer and asset tracking data, route optimization, driver behavior
analytics, anti-highjacking RF jamming detection technology and additional features that optimize and provide additional
security to enterprise fleets.
With customer Time Link Cargo as a prime example, fleet operations in Inseego’s worldwide markets are set to increase
efficiency, accuracy and safety across their operations with the use of world-leading device-to-cloud telematics solutions.
“Ctrack effectively elevates our fleet management capabilities to new levels,” said Kamal Mitoo, CEO of Time Link Cargo. “The platform delivers real
time visibility across a number of key indicators, allowing us to stay on top of fleet risk elements and productivity, while contributing to driver safety and
security of our customers’ assets. The resultant impact on our entire fleet operations is immense.”
“Inseego’s intelligent cloud platform supports multiple use cases and integrates many advanced technologies for managing a full fleet - benefiting our
clients throughout their logistical and supply chain operations,” said Chris Lytle, EVP Enterprise SaaS at Inseego. “We have the unique perspective of
a pioneer in mobile device technology, IoT and SaaS – creating and expanding systems that are trusted by organizations with mission-critical
demands for high value assets. By consistently delivering new approaches to capturing business intelligence for our customers, we continue to
accelerate our growth worldwide in the fleet management vertical.”
For more information on how Ctrack Enterprise Fleet Solutions integrate vehicle tracking, driver behavior and continual recording of the road view, visit
https://www.ctrack.com/fleet-management. To schedule an interview with an Inseego executive, contact Inseego@GoDRIVEN360.com.
About Inseego Corp.
Inseego Corp. (Nasdaq: INSG) enables high performance mobile applications for large enterprise verticals, service providers and small-medium
businesses around the globe. Our product portfolio consists of Enterprise SaaS solutions and IoT & Mobile solutions, which together form the
backbone of compelling, intelligent, reliable and secure IoT services with deep business intelligence. Inseego powers mission critical applications with
a “zero unscheduled downtime” mandate, such as asset tracking, fleet management, industrial IoT, SD WAN failover management and mobile
broadband services. Our solutions are powered by our key innovations in purpose built SaaS cloud platforms, IoT and mobile technologies including
the newly emerging 5G technology. Inseego is headquartered in San Diego, California with offices worldwide. www.inseego.com
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This release may contain forward-looking statements, which are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the United States Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995, as amended to date. These forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors
could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements contained herein. These factors include risks relating to
technological changes, new product introductions, continued acceptance of Inseego's products and dependence on intellectual property rights. These
factors, as well as other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially, are discussed in more detail in Inseego's filings with the United
States Securities and Exchange Commission (available at www.sec.gov) and other regulatory agencies.
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